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The results of an empirical and theoretical investigation of the performance of a high-resolution,
active matrix flat-panel imager performed under mammographic conditions are reported. The im-
ager is based upon a prototype, indirect detection active matrix array incorporating a discrete
photodiode in each pixel and a pixel-to-pixel pitch of 97 mm. The investigation involved three
imager configurations corresponding to the use of three different x-ray converters with the array.
The converters were a conventional Gd2O2S-based mammographic phosphor screen ~Min-R! and
two structured CsI:Tl scintillators: one optimized for high spatial resolution ~FOS-HR! and the
other for high light output ~FOS-HL!. Detective quantum efficiency for mammographic exposures
ranging from ;2 to ;40 mR at 26 kVp were determined for each imager configuration through
measurements of x-ray sensitivity, modulation transfer function ~MTF!, and noise power spectrum
~NPS!. All configurations were found to provide significant presampling MTF at frequencies be-
yond the Nyquist frequency of the array, ;5.2 mm21, consistent with the high spatial resolution of
the converters. In addition, the effect of additive electronic noise on the NPS was found to be
significantly larger for the configuration with lower system gain ~FOS-HR! than for the configura-
tions with higher gain ~Min-R, FOS-HL!. The maximum DQE values obtained with the CsI:Tl
scintillators were considerably greater than those obtained with the Min-R screen due to the sig-
nificantly lower Swank noise of the scintillators. Moreover, DQE performance was found to de-
grade with decreasing exposure, although this exposure-dependence was considerably reduced for
the higher gain configurations. Theoretical calculations based on the cascaded systems model were
found to be in generally good agreement with these empirically determined NPS and DQE values.
In this study, we provide an example of how cascaded systems modeling can be used to ident-
ify factors limiting system performance and to examine trade-offs between factors toward the
goal of maximizing performance. © 2003 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
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In recent years, the rapid development of active matrix flat-
panel technology has resulted in the introduction of versatile,
digital x-ray imagers for a variety of x-ray applications.
These applications include radiography, fluoroscopy, cone-
beam CT, radiotherapy portal imaging, relative dosimetry,
and mammography. For a given imaging application, it is
highly useful to assess the system performance of flat-panel
technology under conditions relevant to the application. Such
objective performance assessments can facilitate quantitative
comparisons both with other existing technologies as well as
with theoretical expectations based on detailed mathematical
models. Furthermore, such comparisons can be used to iden-
tify problems or weaknesses in the technology toward the
goal of achieving maximum theoretical performance.
In this context, the measurement and evaluation of
observer-independent performance variables ~OIPVs! such
as modulation transfer function ~MTF!, noise power spec-
trum ~NPS!, and detective quantum efficiency ~DQE! pro-
vide a valid, objective means of characterizing imaging sys-
tem performance in the spatial frequency domain.1–3 These1874 Med. Phys. 30 7, July 2003 0094-2405Õ2003Õ307performance variables quantitatively describe the signal and
noise transfer properties of an imaging system from the input
end to the output end of the system. An imaging system
which efficiently transfers the signal-to-noise information of
incident x-ray quanta to the end of the system has high DQE
and is therefore considered to exhibit high performance.3
Recently, there have been extensive efforts to develop and
critically evaluate large area, high-resolution flat-panel imag-
ers ~FPIs! for digital mammographic applications. For ex-
ample, an indirect detection mammographic imager, based
on a 100 mm pixel-to-pixel pitch, flat-panel array with dis-
crete photodiodes and a structured CsI:Tl scintillator, has
been commercially introduced and its frequency-dependent
DQE performance has been reported for various mammo-
graphic exposures.4 In addition, the DQE performance of
direct detection imagers employing a-Se photoconductors
~an 85 mm pitch imager design with an ;200 mm thick a-Se
converter,5 and a 70 mm pitch design with an ;250 mm
thick a-Se converter6! has been also reported. Generally, ini-
tial results from these imagers suggest that, over the fre-
quency range provided by the imagers, DQE performance1874Õ1874Õ17Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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systems is possible.
In the present paper, we report a quantitative evaluation of
three configurations of a prototype indirect-detection, flat-
panel imager operated under various mammographic condi-
tions. Each configuration involves a 97 mm pitch array that
detects the radiation by means of one of three overlying
x-ray converters. Empirical measurements of the x-ray sen-
sitivity, MTF, and NPS were performed to determine the
DQE performance of these three configurations. In addition,
using the cascaded systems formalism,7–9 the DQE perfor-
mance was theoretically modeled and the resulting DQE cal-
culations are compared to the corresponding measurements.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Description of active matrix flat-panel imager
AMFPI configurations
Each configuration of the AMFPI used in these studies
consists of three sub-systems: a two-dimensional pixelated
imaging array, an x-ray converter, and an electronic acquisi-
tion system. Each of these sub-systems is described below.
1. Flat-panel array
The array used in these studies has a pixel format of
204832048 and a pixel-to-pixel pitch of 97 mm, giving an
active area of ;19.9319.9 cm2. This array ~designated
‘‘Hawkeye’’! was specifically designed to explore the use of
active matrix, flat-panel imaging technology for high-
resolution radiographic applications as well as for variable
resolution fluoroscopic imaging.10 The general structure and
operation of this array are similar to that of earlier indirect-
detection arrays developed by our group and others.11,12 De-
sign specifications and operational characteristics of the ar-
ray are summarized in Table I. Each array pixel comprises a
single amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) thin-film transistor ~TFT!
coupled to a discrete a-Si:H n-i-p photodiode. In this de-
sign, a relatively large fraction of the pixel area is insensitive
to incident light photons due to the array fabrication require-
ment that the photodiode overlaps neither the pixel address-
ing lines nor the pixel TFT. Consequently, for this relatively
high-resolution design, the optical fill factor ~defined as the
fraction of the pixel area that is sensitive to optical illumina-
tion! is only ;45%.
While only a single array of this design was available for
these studies, the level of performance from this array was
consistent with that of high quality arrays of similar designs.
For example, while the absolute magnitude of the dark signal
from the pixel cannot be determined due to the contribution
of an unknown offset charge from the acquisition electronics,
the dark current of the pixel can be determined through a
measurement of the relative dark pixel signal as a function of
frame time (TFRAME).12 ~Frame time is defined as the inter-
val that the pixel TFTs are kept nonconducting in order to
allow signal to accumulate in the capacitance of the pho-
todiode between the readout of consecutive image frames.!Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003FIG. 1. A plot of the pixel dark current as a function of frame time, TFRAME .
The data are derived from the measurement of the pixel dark signal using
the technique outlined in Ref. 12. These data ~and those shown throughout
the paper! were acquired at a photodiode bias voltage, VBIAS , of 26 V. In
addition, these data ~and those shown for Fig. 2! are from a single pixel
whose performance is representative of correctly functioning pixels in the
array. The change of polarity observed in the data at a frame time of ;3 s is
due to the contribution of the TFT transient current, which is opposite in
polarity to the photodiode current and decreases exponentially with increas-
ing frame time. ~See Refs. 12 and 55 for a detailed description.!
TABLE I. Design specifications and operational characteristics of the flat-
panel array used in these studies. All pixel properties correspond to opera-
tion of the array at a photodiode reversed bias voltage (VBIAS) of 26 V. The
value listed for the maximum frame rate corresponds to the assumption that
the pixel TFTs are kept conducting for five times longer than the pixel time
constant, tRC . The maximum frame time corresponds to the interval that the
array pixels can be kept nonconductive before the signal-storage capacity
becomes saturated by the pixel dark signal. The ranges of linearity reported
correspond to the maximum pixel signal size for which deviation from a
linear signal response is less than ;1%. In addition, the value given for the
intrinsic pixel noise corresponds to a calculation of the TFT thermal noise,
A2kTCPD, where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature
in Kelvin, and CPD is the capacitance of the pixel photodiode. The TFTs
were operated at voltages of 6 V and 28 V to render them conducting and
nonconducting, respectively.
Pixel format (data3gate) 204832048
Pixel pitch 97 mm
Array dimension 19.9319.9 cm2
Data line capacitance ;50 pF
TFT dimensions (L3W) 9.5312 mm2
Photodiode geometric area ;69376 mm2
Optical fill factor ;45%
Photodiode capacitance, CPD ;0.34 pF
Pixel signal capacity (5CPD3VBIAS) ;2.0 pC
Maximum frame rate ;40 fps
Pixel dark current ;0.81 fA
Maximum frame time @30 s
Range of linearity ~radiographic! up to ;60% of pixel saturation
~fluoroscopic! up to ;40% of pixel saturation
Charge trapping ;10 to ;23%
Dark signal drift Negligible
Intrinsic pixel noise ;340 e ~rms!
1876 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1876Measurements of the pixel dark current for the Hawkeye
array, which are shown in Fig. 1, demonstrate a behavior
seen in earlier array designs. As a function of frame time,
dark current changes rapidly from 213.8 fA at TFRAME529
ms to 0.3 fA at 2.2 s and thereafter changes much more
slowly, reaching a value of ;1.0 fA at 22 s. Throughout, the
magnitude of the dark signal is very low, thereby allowing
frame times in excess of ;30 s without saturating the signal-
storage capacity of the pixels. Moreover, the pixels exhibit
negligible variation in relative dark signal over time ~not
shown!—with less than 1% change over an 8-hour period.
Measurements of the pixel signal response as a function
of incident illumination are shown in Fig. 2~a!. Data are
shown for both fluoroscopic and radiographic modes of op-
eration. ~The description and timing diagram of each of these
FIG. 2. ~a! A plot of the signal response of a pixel to incident light signal, in
units of the number of LED flashes. ~The LED used in this measurement has
a peak emission wavelength of approximately 570 nm.! Data are presented
for both fluoroscopic and radiographic modes of operation. For each data
point, the corresponding dark signal has been subtracted. ~b! A plot of the
trapped charge as a function of the fluoroscopic pixel signal size, in units of
percentage saturation of the pixel. These charge trapping values were ob-
tained from the data in Fig. 2~a! using the technique described in Ref. 12.Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003operational modes are detailed in Ref. 12.! The pixel re-
sponse is highly linear, with deviations from linearity of less
than 1% for pixel signals up to ;60% ~40%! of saturation
for a fluoroscopic ~radiographic! mode. In radiographic
mode, the signal response is lower due to the trapping of
charge in metastable states in the a-Si:H photodiodes.12 As
the incident light signal increases, the response deviates in-
creasingly from linearity until the pixel becomes saturated.
The fluoroscopic and radiographic responses merge at satu-
ration. From the saturation level of this pixel response, the
capacitance of the pixel, CPD , can be deduced from
CPD5
QSAT
VBIAS
, ~1!
where QSAT represents the amount of pixel signal at
saturation.12 From the measured saturation level, the value of
CPD was deduced to be ;0.34 pF, which is in good agree-
ment with a calculated value of ;0.33 pF based on the de-
sign of the array. In Fig. 2~b!, the trapped charge ~expressed
as a percent of the corresponding fluoroscopic signal! is plot-
ted as a function of pixel signal size ~expressed as a percent
of the pixel saturation level!. As the pixel signal increases,
the trapped charge increases from a low of ;10% up to
;23%. The general behavior of the linearity and charge
trapping for this array is similar to that observed from earlier
arrays.12,14 Moreover, the range of highly linear behavior and
degree of charge trapping is consistent with good array qual-
ity.
2. X-ray converters
The Hawkeye array detects x rays by means of an x-ray
converter in the form of an overlying scintillator. Three types
of scintillators, whose physical properties are suitable for
mammographic imaging, were employed in this study. One
scintillator was a Gd2O2S:Tb phosphor screen with a surface
density of ;34 mg/cm2 ~Min-R, Eastman Kodak!. The other
two scintillators each consisted of 150 mm thick, structured
CsI:Tl grown on a 3 mm thick fiber optic plate ~FOS,
Hamamatsu!: one optimized for high spatial resolution
~FOS-HR! and the other for high light output ~FOS-HL!.15
The fiber optic plate is a collection of glass capillaries with
each capillary having a diameter of ;3 – 6 mm and a length
of ;3 mm. This plate serves as a substrate for the CsI:Tl
deposition as well as a light guide by virtue of optical reflec-
tion at the boundary of capillaries.
In general, the upper limit of DQE performance for an
AMFPI system is primarily determined by two physical
properties of its x-ray converter: the x-ray quantum detection
efficiency, g¯1 , and the Swank factor, I ~i.e., DQE< g¯13I).8
For example, for a 26 kVp mammographic beam @with a
Molybdenum ~Mo! target and a 30 mm Mo filter further
hardened by 4 cm of breast tissue ~50% glandular and 50%
adipose tissue!#, the x-ray detection efficiency is calculated
to be very high 2;75% and ;86% for the Min-R and FOS
scintillators, respectively. The Swank factor ~derived using a
technique described in Sec. II C 3! is estimated to be rela-
tively moderate (;0.63 for the Min-R scintillator! or very
1877 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1877high (;0.98 for the FOS scintillators!. This is due to the fact
that, at this low beam energy, the process of generation and
reabsorption of k-fluorescence x rays is largely absent, and
therefore does not significantly contribute to the Swank
noise. As a consequence of such favorable properties, these
scintillators provide very high DQE and furthermore have
the potential to provide high DQE performance when used
with the Hawkeye array and low noise acquisition electron-
ics. Moreover, a large DQE at high spatial frequencies is
anticipated due to the incorporation of high-resolution scin-
tillators such as the Min-R and FOS-HR converters. The ef-
fects of system gain upon DQE performance were quantified
through investigations involving the FOS-HR and FOS-HL
scintillators whose physical properties are almost identical,
other than for scintillator gain and MTF.
3. Electronic acquisition system
The Hawkeye array was read out by a recently developed
electronic acquisition system ~named G3!.16 The G3 system
provides asynchronous operation wherein the direct control
of all timing parameters and data flow is executed by com-
plex digital logic circuitry, independent of the host computer.
The G3 system offers the ability to address all 2048
32048 pixels of the array. In general, it is highly desirable
that the dark noise be as low as possible so as to allow the
total noise of the imaging system to be dominated by the
noise of the detected incident x-ray quanta to as low an ex-
posure as possible—ideally down to the lowest exposure
limit for the application. Toward this end, the G3 system
incorporates a fully customized, low noise, 32-channel
preamplifier-multiplexor chip.17 The use of this chip with the
Hawkeye array resulted in a dark noise ~the noise of the
system in the absence of radiation! of ;2000 e , representing
an average for the range of frame times used in this study
(;0.5 to ;2 s). This level of noise is relatively low, given
the 50 pF capacitance of the array data lines.
B. Experimental methodology
All x-ray measurements were performed using a mammo-
graphic source ~Senographe DMR, GE Medical Systems!.
The source was equipped with a manually selectable, dual-
track x-ray tube with a target consisting of a Molybdenum
~Mo! track and a Rhodium ~Rh! track. Intrinsic beam filtra-
tion was carried out with a 30 mm thick Mo filter. For all
measurements, the x-ray beam was further hardened by a 4
cm thick breast phantom18 ~tissue-equivalent BR12, Nuclear
Associates!. The detection surface of the flat-panel imager
was positioned at a source-to-detector-distance ~SDD! of
;65 cm and the phantom was placed ;40 cm in front of the
imager. The automatic exposure controls of the unit were
overridden and the mAs control of the unit was adjusted to
provide the desired exposure. The magnitude of the exposure
to the imager was determined using a calibrated ion chamber
~Keithley 96035B with a Keithley dosimeter 35050A!. The
imager was operated in the radiographic mode.12 In this
mode, the array is repeatedly read out in the absence of ra-
diation ~forming ‘‘dark frames’’! until an x-ray irradiation isMedical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003delivered and a final readout is performed ~forming an ‘‘im-
age frame’’!. The irradiation times used in this study ranged
from ;0.5 to 2 s. For a given irradiation time, in order to
accommodate the duration of the entire exposure, a fixed-
length pause in readout was introduced at the beginning of
each frame.
1. Empirical x-ray sensitivity
X-ray sensitivity ~defined as the mean pixel signal per
unit exposure, with units of e/mR/pixel) for the three imager
configurations was measured at energies from 24 to 32 kVp
with a Mo/Mo ~target/filter! combination. For a given imager
configuration and kVp, the signal response of the pixels was
measured at five different exposures. These exposure levels
were chosen so that the signal size was kept below 10% of
pixel saturation thereby ensuring a highly linear pixel re-
sponse. The mean slope obtained from linear fits to the mea-
sured signal response as a function of exposure yielded the
x-ray sensitivity. The resulting value of x-ray sensitivity for
each energy and configuration served as an empirical input in
a theoretical determination of the screen conversion effi-
ciency. ~See Sec. II C 3.!
2. Empirical MTF
The MTF of an imaging system, obtained from the Fou-
rier transform of the line spread function ~LSF!, quantifies
the spatial resolution characteristics of the system. Measure-
ments of LSF were performed for each imager configuration
at a mammographic energy of 26 kVp with a Mo/Mo target/
filter combination. Additional beam hardening was not used
as it was found to have a negligible effect on the MTF. Line
spread function data were obtained using the angled slit
technique19 and the corresponding MTFs were calculated
following the procedure described in Ref. 20. The mechani-
cal slit used for the acquisition of LSF data consisted of a
pair of ;15 cm310 cm30.6 cm tungsten plates, separated
by 10 mm thick shims. A 15 cm slit of x rays was presented
to the imager by positioning the slit on the surface of the
imager and aligning it with the center of the focal spot. For
each configuration, 5 radiographic images of the slit were
acquired with the slit tilted at a small, fixed angle ~less than
1°) relative to the direction of the data lines, so as to allow
over-sampling of the slit image. ~Measurements along the
gate line direction were not performed since earlier studies
with similar arrays had indicated that there are no significant
differences in MTFs obtained from orthogonal directions.!
For each radiographic image, gain and offset corrections
were applied to the data in order to compensate for nonuni-
formities in the response of the pixels.21 These slit images
were then averaged to yield a single image from which the
LSF was determined. Under the conditions of the measure-
ments, for example in the case of the FOS-HR configuration,
the resulting LSF has a sampling interval of ;12.2 mm, cor-
responding to a sampling frequency of ;80 mm21. This
sampling frequency is sufficiently high that aliasing effects,
which would otherwise be present if a lower sampling fre-
quency ~comparable to that of the pixels, ;10.3 mm21)
1878 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1878were used, are avoided. From the resulting oversampled LSF,
the ‘‘presampling’’ MTF of the system was determined for
each imager configuration.
3. Empirical NPS and DQE
One-dimensional, frequency-dependent noise power spec-
tra, NPS(u), were determined for each of the imager con-
figurations under mammographic irradiation conditions. @The
symbol NPS(u) corresponds to a central slice through the
origin of the two-dimensional noise power spectrum,
NPS(u ,v), along one primary axis—i.e., NPS(u)
5NPS(u ,v)uv50 . NPS(u) has units of e2 mm2 or mm2.]
The methodology used to measure NPS(u) closely follows
that described in a previous paper.8,22 The analysis of the
data was performed using the synthesized slit technique23–25
with the length of the slit oriented parallel to the data line
direction. Conceptually, a slit having dimensions of L
31 pixels is scanned n times along the orthogonal direction
~i.e., along the direction of the gate lines! which, in turn,
provides a realization of pixel data for the determination of
NPS(u). In practice, a single set of ‘‘scanned’’ slit data de-
rives from a contiguous block of L3n pixels from a single
image data frame. A slit length of ;3 mm ~corresponding to
L of ;30 pixels of the Hawkeye imager! was used. Indepen-
dent measurements confirmed that this slit length was suffi-
cient to assure convergence of the resulting NPS(u) under all
measurement conditions considered. Earlier analyses with
active matrix flat-panel imagers8,26 indicated that one-
dimensional NPS results, NPS(u), which were obtained
along one of the primary spatial frequency axes using the
synthesized slit technique, are consistent with those obtained
along the orthogonal direction, NPS(v)—although one or
more peaks due to correlated noise pickup from power sup-
plies and other electromagnetic sources are noticeably
present in NPS(v). An alternative method of obtaining one-
dimensional NPS results would involve the extraction of
such information, NPS(u), from measured two-dimensional
NPS results, NPS(u ,v), along one of the primary axes.4,27,28
A previous analysis using a 127 mm pitch flat-panel imager8
has demonstrated that NPS(u) obtained using the synthe-
sized slit technique leads to results which are consistent with
those extracted from measured NPS(u ,v).
Measurements of NPS consisted of a series of experimen-
tal procedures ~including image data acquisition, image data
processing, and spectral analysis! that are detailed below.
Radiographic image data ~‘‘flood fields’’! were acquired us-
ing a large area x-ray field, with a ‘‘medium format’’ colli-
mator setting corresponding to a 13318 cm2 field. Data were
acquired for exposures ranging from ;1 to ;38 mR per
image data frame at 26 kVp with a Mo/Mo target/filter com-
bination. This range was chosen to be considerably below
and above the typical mammographic detector exposure
range ~with a median of ;13 mR29! in order to allow an
examination of the full potential of the technology. An ini-
tialization time, ranging from ;22 to ;36 s, was introduced
between the acquisition of consecutive data frames in order
to minimize the effects of charge carryover from one dataMedical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003frame to the next. During this initialization time, the array
was continually read out in the absence of radiation. For each
exposure level, gain and offset corrections were determined
and applied to each image data frame. For each set of con-
ditions, an ensemble of up to 10 flood fields was thereby
obtained for NPS analysis. In addition, image data in the
absence of x-ray irradiation ~‘‘dark fields’’! were acquired in
a similar manner. A total of six dark fields were acquired and,
after the application of offset corrections to this data, the
information was used to determine dark NPS values which
served as an input to a theoretical model of the system NPS
~see Sec. II C 2!.
The flood fields and dark fields were further processed as
follows: all pixel values were converted to units of electrons
(e); portions of the fields corresponding to pixel and line
defects were manually cropped; and the small number of
remaining faulty or dead pixels were filtered using a 333
median filter affecting less than 0.5% of the total number of
pixels. For the dark fields, an even smaller number of pixels
were filtered (;0.01%) since the only pixels that manifest
themselves as defective in the absence of x-ray radiation are
those with abnormal dark current behavior. The resulting
fields constituted the final sets of data used with the synthe-
sized slit technique.
From the resulting set of data generated for each set of
conditions, N independent blocks of pixel data (N5;300,
;540, and ;840), each with dimensions of L3n pixels
(L3n5323232, 273159, and 303160), were selected for
the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL configurations, respec-
tively. Each data block was then averaged along the L direc-
tion and formed an n-point, one-dimensional data realization,
giving a total of N realizations. For each realization, a low
frequency background trend was removed by means of a
linear-fit subtraction and a ‘‘data window’’ ~i.e., a Hanning
window! was employed to suppress spectral leakage. Fourier
transformations of the realizations were then obtained and
normalized according to the dimensions of the original slit
and data window, producing an ensemble of N power spec-
tra. Finally, the average of the ensemble yielded the mea-
sured NPS. For the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL configu-
rations, the width, n , of the block of pixels (n5232, 159,
and 160, respectively! provided sampling intervals of
;0.044, ;0.065, and ;0.064 mm21, respectively.
In order to obtain an empirical determination of DQE, the
resulting noise power spectra were further normalized to the
mean signal values, d¯ , of the flood field data that were used
in the generation of these NPS results. From the normalized
NPS, NPSN( f ), the measured MTF, MTF( f ), and the cal-
culated mean fluence, q¯0 ~in units of x-ray photons/mm2),
the DQE was empirically determined using the following
equation:4,28,30
DQE~ f !5 d
¯
2MTF2~ f !
q¯0NPS~ f ! 5
MTF2~ f !
q¯0NPSN~ f ! . ~2!
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imager configurations
A theoretical model, based on cascaded systems
formalism,7,30 was developed for all flat-panel mammo-
graphic imager configurations examined in this study. In
such a model, an imager configuration is represented as a
series of stages. Each stage represents a physical process that
governs the transfer of signal and noise information from the
input of the stage to the output. Following the formalism
described in Ref. 31, the model was constructed to account
for parallel stochastic processes associated with the scatter-
ing of light photons between the array and the exit surface of
the scintillator.20 Expressions derived from the model were
used to quantitatively examine the performance of the im-
ager configurations under various mammographic condi-
FIG. 3. A block diagram of the cascaded systems model representing the
chain of physical processes involved in the formation of x-ray images under
mammographic conditions. In this diagram, a number of elementary stages
are illustrated in series and in parallel. Each block corresponds to a stage
representing either an amplification process or a blurring process. The num-
ber printed on top of each block specifies the order of stages in the imaging
chain. Stages 1, 2, 4, and 7 represent amplification processes and are also
referred to as ‘‘gain’’ stages. Stages 3, 5, 6, and 8 represent blurring pro-
cesses and are referred to as ‘‘spreading’’ stages. Stage 9 is a special case in
which a gain stage is used to represent the process of sampling array pixels.
Finally, Stage 10 is also a special case representing the readout of pixel
signals by external electronics. The associated system parameters are de-
fined in Table II.
TABLE II. Glossary of terms and symbols used in the cascaded systems
model depicted in Fig. 3.
Imaging system parameters and miscellaneous symbols
X Exposure ~mR!
F(E) X-ray spectrum
q¯0 Mean x-ray fluence ~x rays/mm2)
g¯ i Gain ~or efficiency! of stage i
«gi Poisson excess associated with a gain stage i
I Swank factor
Ti MTF of stage i
Si Output noise ~NPS! of stage i
Sadd Additive noise ~NPS!
sadd Additive noise @e ~rms!#
III Sampling grid represented by a 2-D comb function
(x ,y) Spatial coordinates ~mm!
(u ,v) Spatial frequency coordinates (mm21)Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003tions. In the following sections, the model is described, the-
oretical expressions for system performance are presented,
and methods of obtaining values for parameters required in
the calculations are detailed.
1. Cascaded systems model
The signal and noise transfer properties of the imager
configurations were examined using the cascaded systems
model illustrated in Fig. 3. A number of elementary stages,
arranged in series and in parallel, are used to represent the
chain of ~cascading! processes involved in the formation of
x-ray images. Table II lists imaging system parameters and
symbols used in the model depicted in Fig. 3.
In the imaging chain, x-ray quanta are incident on the
imager ~represented by Stage 0!, where the mean fluence,
q¯0 , characterizes the signal and noise of the input quanta. A
fraction of the input quanta interact with the scintillator
~Stage 1! with a quantum detection efficiency of g¯1 . This
stage represents a binomial selection process with a gain of
g¯1 . The x-ray interactions result in the deposition of energy
from which light photons are generated. A fraction of these
light photons exit from the bottom surface of the fiber optic
plate ~FOS-HR or FOS-HL! or the Min-R screen ~Stage 2!.
This stage corresponds to a stochastic amplification process
in which both a quantum gain, g¯2 , and an associated noise
~which is quantified in terms of a gain variance, sg2
2
, or a
Poisson excess, «g2) determine the transfer properties of the
stage. In the x-ray scintillator, light photons are generated
isotropically and undergo multiple scattering before exiting
the scintillator ~Stage 3!. Such optical scattering creates a
stochastic blur, which is characterized by the MTF of the
stage (T3), and results in the modulation of the signal and
noise information input to the stage.
The surface of the scintillator facing the array is very
reflective and the array contains a large number of highly
reflective metal lines as well as many layers of different ma-
terials, each with a different index of refraction. Therefore,
based on a binomial selection process ~Stage 4! with a gain
of r¯4 , some of the exiting light photons undergo further
scattering between the exit surface of the scintillator and the
array ~Stage 5!—such multiple scattering is quantified by
T5 . The remaining photons are not scattered and are there-
fore attributed a MTF, T6 , of unity ~Stage 6!, with a corre-
sponding probability of h¯4 ~i.e., h¯4512 r¯4). These two par-
allel processes, Stages 5 and 6, are statistically correlated
since they share a common input ~Stage 4!. Hereafter, Stages
4, 5, and 6 are collectively referred to as the optical interface
stage.
Light photons emerging from the scintillator and incident
on the photodiode largely pass through the upper layers of
the photodiode and interact in its intrinsic a-Si:H layer cre-
ating signal charges (e – h pairs! for further readout ~Stage
7!. This optical coupling of the scintillator to the photodiode
is characterized by a probability, g¯7 . The finite dimensions
of the photodiode determine the photodiode MTF, T8 , and
cause a deterministic blur in the signal and noise information
~Stage 8! when the light photons are detected. The resulting
1880 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1880signals are sampled by a sampling function representing the
two-dimensional array of pixels ~Stage 9!. Finally, the noise
of the electronic acquisition system, sadd , which is statisti-
cally independent of other x-ray-quantum-related noise
sources, is added to the imaging chain ~Stage 10!.
2. Cascaded systems expressions for evaluating
system performance
Predictions of system performance were made using ex-
pressions based on the cascaded systems model described
above. The predicted values were compared to empirically
determined quantities. The expression for the x-ray sensitiv-
ity, G, of the imaging pixels is proportional to the product of
the gains of the stages:
G5S q¯0X D apd2 g¯1g¯2~ r¯41h¯4!g¯7
5S q¯0X D apd2 g¯1g¯2g¯7 ~units: e/mR/pixel!, ~3!
where X ~in units of mR! represents the surface exposure to
the imager and apd ~in units of mm! represents the aperture
of the photodiode. (apd2 corresponds to the optically sensitive
area of the photodiode.! The noise power spectra, S(u ,v),
can be expressed as follows ~a derivation is given in Appen-
dix A!:
S~u ,v !5S8~u ,v !**III~u ,v !1Sadd~u ,v !
5apd
4 q¯0g¯1g¯2g¯7@11 g¯7~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !
3r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !2#T82~u ,v !**III~u ,v !Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 20031Sadd~u ,v ! ~units: e2 mm2!. ~4a!
The cross-spectral noise density, which arises from the cor-
relation of the two parallel processes ~represented by Stages
5 and 6!, is included in the presampling NPS, S8(u ,v). Fur-
thermore, the process of sampling ~Stage 9! is represented by
the convolution of S8(u ,v) with the Fourier transform of the
sampling grid, which is expressed as
III~u ,v !5 (
k ,l52‘
‘
d~u2kus ,v2lvs!. ~4b!
In this expression, us and vs correspond to the sampling
frequency determined by the pixel pitch.
The addition of the NPS associated with electronic acqui-
sition noise, Sadd(u ,v), yields the total NPS expression given
in Eq. ~4a!. Sadd(u ,v) was measured in the manner previ-
ously described in Sec. II B 3 and served as an empirical
input to the NPS model. The product of the calculated sen-
sitivity, G, and the exposure used in the determination of the
NPS and the DQE, X gives the mean detector signal, d¯ , and
the expressions in Eqs. ~3!, ~4a!, and ~7! @see Sec. II C 3# can
be incorporated into Eq. ~2! to arrive at the following expres-
sion for the DQE:DQE~u ,v !5
apd
4 q¯0@ g¯1g¯2g¯7T3~u ,v !r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !T8~u ,v !#2
S~u ,v ! . ~5!TABLE III. Summary of system parameters used in the model shown in Fig.
3 and their associated values at an x-ray energy of 26 kVp. The system
parameter symbols are defined in Table II. The modeled beam corresponds
to a Mo/Mo ~target/filter! combination with a filtration of a BR12 breast
phantom. The thickness of the phantom ~4.9 cm! was chosen so that the
modeled beam gives a HVL value matching the corresponding measurement
~0.059 cm!. In all calculations, a nominal value of 2000 e ~rms! was as-
sumed for the additive electronic noise, sadd , and the values of g¯7 were
reduced by 10% in order to account for the signal loss due to the trapping of
charge in the photodiode. The estimates of r¯4 were not needed in the cal-
culations and are therefore not shown in this table. ~This is discussed further
in Sec. II C 3.!
System parameters
Min-R
configuration
FOS-HR
configuration
FOS-HL
configuration
q¯0 /X ~x rays/mm2/mR) 44000 44000 44000
g¯1 0.75 0.86 0.86
g¯2 321 136 312
«g2 189 2 6
I 0.63 0.98 0.98
g¯7 0.48 0.49 0.493. Determination of system parameters
For the theoretical performance evaluation, the required
system parameters either were deduced from empirical data
obtained from the imager configurations or calculated using
published results. A summary of the parameter values is
given in Table III. To obtain some of these parameters ~the
scintillator gain, g¯2 , and the Poisson excess, «g2), it was
necessary to determine the absorbed energy distribution,
AED, for each scintillator and the corresponding pulse height
distribution, PHD.32–35 AED is defined as the distribution of
the amount of x-ray energy absorbed following each x-ray
interaction, AED(E). PHD is the probability distribution of
the number of optical photons that are generated and emitted
from the scintillator per x-ray interaction.
For all calculations of system parameters directly related
to the incident x rays, previously reported mammographic
spectra36 were used in order to account for the effects of the
energy distribution. The hardening of the x-ray spectra by a
1881 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1881BR12 phantom and a compression paddle was included in
the calculations using the appropriate total mass attenuation
data. @The thickness of the BR12 phantom was slightly ad-
justed so that the calculated half-value layer matches that
obtained from measurement ~0.059 cm!.# The phantom has
an elemental composition, and an associated weight fraction
~in percent!, of H@96#, C@70.3#, N@1.9#, O@17.0#, Cl@0.2#,
Ca@0.9# and a density of 0.98 g/cm3. The compression
paddle was simulated by 3 mm of Plexiglas with a compo-
sition of H@8.1#, C@60.0#, O@32.0# and a density of
1.19 g/cm3. In the calculation of x-ray fluence per unit ex-
posure ( q¯0 /X), an appropriate normalization was performed
to account for the polyenergetic nature of the incident x rays,
as described in Ref. 37.
In order to estimate the quantum detection efficiency ( g¯1)
and the AED in the scintillator, Monte Carlo calculations
under mammographic conditions were performed. This in-
volved the use of an extended version of the EGS4 code38,39
which implements a general treatment of photoelectric inter-
actions in compounds or mixtures at diagnostic energies.
Production, transport, and reabsorption of K fluorescent and
L fluorescent x-ray photons were included in the calcula-
tions. In addition, the scintillators were modeled using a cy-
lindrical geometry with a 20 cm radius, and a thickness of 93
mm of Gd2O2S:Tb for Min-R ~corresponding to a surface
density of 34 mg/cm2 and a 50% packing density40! and 150
mm of CsI:Tl for FOS-HR and FOS-HL ~assuming a 100%
packing density!. In the simulation for each scintillator, a
pencil beam of x rays was incident perpendicular to the cen-
ter of the end of the cylinder. For each of one million Monte
Carlo histories, x-ray interactions were tracked and the
amount of deposited energy was tallied. The AED was then
calculated by tabulating the occurrence of the energy depo-
sition over all the histories using an energy bin size of 0.5
keV.
The mean scintillator gain ( g¯2) was calculated using the
expression
g¯25g
E¯ ab
E¯ opt
, ~6!
where g is the screen conversion efficiency41 which is de-
fined as the efficiency for converting x-ray energy absorbed
in a scintillator into light photons which are produced in, and
escape from, the scintillator. In addition, E¯ ab is the mean
absorbed energy, which has been estimated from the calcu-
lated AED, and E¯ opt is the mean energy per emitted light
photon, which can be determined from the emission spectra
of each scintillator.15,42 The value of E¯ opt used in the calcu-
lations was ;2.3 eV for Min-R and ;2.2 eV for FOS. The
screen conversion efficiency, by virtue of its definition, in-
cludes the probability for light photons escaping the scintil-
lator, which is referred to as the escape efficiency. For this
study, since the required values of the escape efficiency
could not be obtained from the literature, g was deduced
through comparisons of measured sensitivities with values
obtained from Eq. ~3!, with g treated as a free parameter.Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003Finally, the value of g¯7 was determined from the emission
spectra of the scintillator and the quantum light absorption
efficiency of the a-Si:H photodiodes of the Hawkeye array.12
~Measurements performed outside of the present study indi-
cate that the photodiode efficiency of the Hawkeye array is
slightly lower than that observed on earlier prototype arrays.
For the Hawkeye array used with a Gd2O2S screen, this
leads to a value of 0.49 for g¯7, which is lower than that
reported for earlier arrays, 0.65.22! In order to allow valid
comparisons with the radiographic measurements, the value
of g¯7 in the corresponding calculations was corrected for the
loss of signal due to the trapping of charge in the a-Si:H
photodiodes. A signal loss of 10% was assumed for all such
calculations, based on the measured trapping properties of
the array.
The PHD was determined based upon the AED values
obtained from Monte Carlo calculations.22 In this determina-
tion, it was assumed that a single ‘‘combined process’’ could
be used to represent energy conversion into light photons as
well as transport of these photons in the scintillator. This
combined process was assumed to follow Poisson statistics
and was modeled by means of a Gaussian distribution. For
each energy bin in the AED, a corresponding Gaussian dis-
tribution is constructed with both the mean and the variance
of the distribution set equal to the mean number of corre-
sponding light photons exiting the scintillator for the energy
of the bin. The PHD is then formed by superimposing the
Gaussian distributions for all the energy bins and summing
these distributions, after normalizing each distribution to the
corresponding AED probability.35
Moments of the PHD were used to calculate the Swank
factor, I ,32 which, in turn, was used to determine the Poisson
excess, «g2, for each of the Min-R and FOS scintillators.
7 In
general, the Swank factor quantifies noise contributions from
three major statistical distributions in x-ray imaging:32 the
incident x-ray energy distribution; the absorbed energy dis-
tribution ~AED!; and the optical pulse distribution ~OPD!
which results from the statistical variation of light photons
escaping from the scintillator due to uneven light transport
before the escape. In the case of the FOS-HR and FOS-HL
scintillators, the contribution of the OPD to the Swank noise
is expected to be small due to the assumption that the com-
bined process of energy conversion into light photons and
optical transport of those photons within the scintillator fol-
lows Poisson statistics. Thus, the calculated Swank noise is
largely determined by the AED factor. This observation is
consistent with an earlier empirical analysis of Swank noise
for columnar CsI scintillators.43 In the case of the Min-R
scintillator, the aforementioned assumption is probably in-
valid since multiple scattering of light in the powdered phos-
phor screen exhibits complex light transport properties44 and
consequently contributes much larger noise than would oth-
erwise be expected. Therefore, the value of the Swank noise
for the Min-R scintillator was deduced from the measure-
ments of Swank noise for a Lanex Fine screen,34 which has a
similar surface density and material configuration.
The MTF of the entire system, Tsys(u ,v), is given by an
1882 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1882expression involving all of the MTFs in the present cascaded
systems model:
Tsys~u ,v !5T3~u ,v !@ r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !#T8~u ,v !
’T3~u ,v !Topt~u ,v !T8~u ,v !, ~7!
where T3(u ,v) for each scintillator was obtained from pub-
lished data15,45 and T8(u ,v) was calculated using the sinc
function corresponding to the geometry of the photodiode.46
In addition, the term Topt(u ,v), representing the overall MTF
of the optical interface stage, was deduced from the empiri-
cal MTF for the system, assuming that Eq. ~7! correctly rep-
resents the total system MTF. The individual MTF compo-
nents were then used in the calculation of the frequency-
dependent NPS and DQE.
III. RESULTS
A. X-ray sensitivity
Radiographic x-ray sensitivities were measured for the
Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL imager configurations for
x-ray beam energies ranging from 24 to 32 kVp. The results,
in units of pixel signal per unit exposure to the imager, are
plotted as a function of energy in Fig. 4. The figure shows
that x-ray sensitivity generally increases with energy. This is
due to the fact that x-ray sensitivity, as defined, is a measure
of the energy absorbed in the scintillator per unit energy
absorbed in air ~i.e., normalized to x-ray exposure!. Since the
energy absorption coefficient of the scintillator, (mab /r)scint ,
relative to that of the air, (mab /r)air , increases with x-ray
energy,47 the corresponding x-ray sensitivity is expected to
increase, given that other factors are relatively constant over
the energy range of interest. The figure also shows that, at all
energies, the magnitude of the x-ray sensitivity for the Min-R
FIG. 4. Measured radiographic x-ray sensitivities for the Min-R, FOS-HR,
and FOS-HL configurations at beam energies ranging from 24 to 32 kVp.
Results are plotted in units of the pixel signal per unit exposure to the
imager (e/mR).Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003configuration is systematically larger than that for the
FOS-HR configuration and smaller than that for the FOS-HL
configuration.
From these x-ray sensitivities, values for the screen con-
version efficiency of each scintillator, g, were deduced as
described in the previous section. The deduced values of g
are plotted as a function of the mean energy of each mam-
mographic spectrum in Fig. 5~a!. These results for g suggest
that the FOS-HR scintillator is less efficient ~by over a factor
of 2! than the Min-R and FOS-HL scintillators in converting
x-ray energy into emitted light photons. The values of g ex-
hibited by the FOS scintillators account for light attenuation
in the 3 mm thick fiber optical plate which is coupled to the
CsI:Tl scintillators. The mean transmission efficiency of such
FIG. 5. ~a! A plot of the screen conversion efficiency ~g! for the Min-R,
FOS-HR, and FOS-HL scintillators. These values were deduced by fitting
the expression for sensitivity @given by Eqs. ~3! and ~6!# to the correspond-
ing measurements plotted in Fig. 4. The other factors in the sensitivity
expression were determined through Monte Carlo calculations and measure-
ments. ~b! A plot of deduced values of g for the Lanex Fine scintillator ~Ref.
34! which is known to have a surface density and material composition
(;34 mg/cm2 of Gd2O2S:Tb) similar to that of the Min-R scintillator.
1883 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1883an optical plate has been estimated to be only ;60%.15 Val-
ues of g obtained for another Gd2O2S:Tb screen, which have
been obtained from an analysis of data reported in Ref. 34,
are shown in Fig. 5~b!. A comparison of the screen converter
FIG. 6. Plots of the measured system MTF (Tsys) and the associated mea-
sured and calculated MTF components: the scintillator MTF (T3); the op-
tical interface MTF (Topt); and the photodiode MTF (T8). Results are given
for ~a! the Min-R imager configuration, ~b! the FOS-HR imager configura-
tion, and ~c! the FOS-HL imager configuration, nearly up to the sampling
frequency (;10.3 mm21) of the Hawkeye array.Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003efficiencies for the Min-R and Lanex Fine screens in Figs.
5~a! and 5~b!, respectively, indicates that the values are very
similar, as would be expected given their similar composition
and thickness. This similarity supports the assumption that
the method used to deduce values of g may be equally well
applied to the two FOS scintillators.
B. Modulation transfer function MTF
In the cascaded systems model used in this study, the
MTF of the x-ray scintillator, T3 , is modulated by the optical
interface MTF, Topt , and the photodiode MTF, T8 . The prod-
uct of the three MTFs gives the MTF for the entire imaging
system, Tsys . In Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!, measured values
for Tsys , as well as the associated three MTF components,
are shown for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL configura-
tions, respectively. The results are plotted as a function of
FIG. 7. A plot of the measured ~symbols! and calculated ~lines! NPS for ~a!
the Min-R imager configuration and ~b! the FOS-HR and FOS-HL configu-
rations, at a mammographic exposure of ;13 mR. S8(u), S9(u), and
Sout(u) correspond to the calculated NPS at Stage 8 ~presampling stage,
dotted line!, 9 ~sampling stage, dashed line!, and 10 ~total output stage, solid
line!, respectively. S9(u) was obtained by introducing the effect of noise
power aliasing to the S8(u) calculation. Sout(u) was calculated by adding
the dark NPS, Sadd(u), to the S9(u) calculation.
1884 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1884spatial frequency, approximately up to the sampling fre-
quency (10.3 mm21) of the imager. The figures show that
the Min-R and the FOS-HR scintillators exhibit relatively
high MTF (T3) for all frequencies, indicating that these scin-
tillators have been optimized for spatial resolution. As de-
scribed in Sec. II C 3, values for Topt were deduced from the
measurements of Tsys for each configuration. A comparison
of Topt for the Min-R and the FOS-HR configurations shows
that these optical interface MTFs are similar in magnitude
and shape. Moreover, the measured ~presampling! Tsys val-
ues indicate that both imager configurations exhibit consid-
erable MTF well beyond the Nyquist frequency (5.2 mm21).
Compared to Tsys of the FOS-HR configuration, the Min-R
Tsys is slightly higher up to ;2.7 mm21 and becomes lower
thereafter. The FOS-HL configuration generally exhibits
lower Tsys than the other two configurations at all frequen-
cies. This is also evident in the results for T3 and Topt . The
low values of Topt for the FOS-HL configuration may be
indicative of a lower degree of optical coupling between the
array surface and the scintillator. At the Nyquist frequency,
the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL configurations exhibit
Tsys values of ;0.30, 0.38, and 0.18, respectively.
C. Noise power spectra NPS
Measurements and theoretical calculations of NPS(u)
were performed for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL im-
ager configurations. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show results at an
incident exposure of ;13 mR for the Min-R and FOS con-
figurations, respectively, under irradiation conditions com-
monly used with screen-film systems. These spectral density
results have been plotted in absolute units ~i.e., e2 mm2), as
opposed to the more common convention of reporting NPS
normalized to the mean signal level, in order to preserve the
correspondence between the magnitude of each NPS result
and the magnitude of the system gain for the corresponding
imager configuration. In order to quantitatively illustrate the
effects of noise power aliasing and additive noise for each
AMFPI configuration, theoretical calculations of the NPS at
three different stages in the calculation are plotted: ~a! prior
to the inclusion of noise power aliasing and additive noise
@presampling stage, S8(u)]; ~b! with aliasing but prior to the
inclusion of additive noise @sampling stage, S9(u)]; and ~c!
the total calculation @final output stage, Sout(u)].
In these figures, good agreement is generally observed
between the full calculation and the measurements for all
imager configurations, although the theory slightly underes-
timates the empirical NPS(u) for the Min-R configuration at
low and medium frequencies. In the case of the FOS-HL
configuration, the theory is slightly higher than the corre-
sponding measurements at high frequencies. All three con-
figurations exhibit high presampling NPS, S8(u), at frequen-
cies above the Nyquist frequency (;5.2 mm21 –beyond
what is shown in the figure!, consistent with the high ~pre-
sampling! MTF of the system at these frequencies. Conse-
quently, this high level of spectral density, after sampling,
results in an increase in noise below the Nyquist frequencyMedical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003FIG. 8. A plot of the measured ~symbols! and calculated ~lines! NPS,
Sout(u), for ~a! the Min-R, ~b! the FOS-HR, and ~c! the FOS-HL imager
configurations. Results are presented for a variety of exposures using a
frame time optimized for each exposure level. In ~a!, the solid lines corre-
spond to a Swank factor of 0.63 ~taken from that for Lanex Fine! while the
dotted lines correspond to a reduced Swank factor of 0.53. For the 1.8 mR
results in ~c!, additional calculations were performed using a Sadd(u) value
(;2.03104 e2 mm2) lower than the measured one (;2.93104 e2 mm2).
These calculations are shown by a dotted line. ~See the main text for further
details.!
1885 Jee et al.: A prototype flat-panel image 1885due to noise power aliasing. The generally good agreement
between the empirical NPS(u) and the full calculation,
Sout(u), is a clear indication that the model is accurately
accounting for the effect of such aliasing.
The generally lower NPS exhibited by the FOS-HR con-
figuration compared to those of the Min-R and FOS-HL con-
figurations, evident in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, is due to the lower
system gain of the FOS-HR configuration. In addition, the
calculations before @S9(u)# and after @Sout(u)# the inclusion
of the additive noise, Sadd(u), indicate that the relative con-
tribution of Sadd(u) to Sout(u) is much greater for the
FOS-HR configuration than for the Min-R and FOS-HL
configurations—again due to the lower system gain of the
FOS-HR configuration. For the frame time corresponding to
the irradiations used in these measurements, the empirically
determined dark NPS, Sadd(u), was found to be ;3.5
3104 e2 mm2 and was independent of spatial frequency. At
an incident exposure of ;13 mR, the relative size of Sadd(u)
to Sout(u) is ;52%, ;13%, and ;16% near zero frequency
for the FOS-HR, Min-R, and FOS-HL configurations, re-
spectively.
In Figs. 8~a!, 8~b!, and 8~c!, the dependence of the NPS
upon exposure is shown for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and
FOS-HL configurations, respectively. For each configuration,
NPS(u) was determined at four exposure levels ~1.7, 9.8,
19.3, and 38.9 mR for the Min-R configuration, 2.4, 8.2,
16.6, and 36.1 mR for the FOS-HR configuration, and 1.8,
9.3, 18.7, and 37.2 mR for the FOS-HL configuration!. Other
than at the lowest exposure where additive noise contributes
significantly to the noise power, the measured NPS is found
to increase in an approximately linear manner with increas-
ing exposure, consistent with theoretical expectations. Al-
though the magnitude of the measured dark NPS, Sadd(u),
was essentially identical for all configurations, Sadd(u) did
vary as a function of the frame time used to accommodate
each exposure. Accordingly, values of Sadd(u) ranging from
;2.93104 to ;4.73104 e2 mm2 were used as empirical in-
puts for the theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 8.
In the case of the Min-R configuration, the cascaded sys-
tems model accurately predicts the shape of the measured
NPS. However, the model systematically underestimates the
magnitude of the measured NPS at all but the lowest expo-
sure, 1.7 mR. A plausible cause for this discrepancy is an
underestimation of the Swank noise ~i.e., an overestimation
of the Swank factor! used in the theoretical calculations. In
these calculations, due to a lack of published data, the Swank
noise for the Min-R scintillator was based on empirical data
obtained from the Lanex Fine screen which has a similar
surface density and material configuration. However, despite
these similarities, the design of the Min-R scintillator may
well be configured differently in order to optimize light
transport to achieve better MTF performance. Therefore, the
Min-R scintillator may have a Swank noise characteristic
significantly different from that for the Fine screen. Interest-
ingly, the replacement of the Lanex Fine Swank factor of
0.63 by an arbitrarily chosen value of 0.53 in the calculation
results in excellent agreement with the measurements at all
exposures—supporting the idea that the value of 0.63 is in-Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003deed an overestimate for the Min-R Swank factor.
Compared to the Min-R and FOS-HL configurations at
similar exposures, the FOS-HR configuration exhibits lower
NPS(u) at all frequencies due to the effect of lower system
gain, as previously noted for the data in Fig. 7~b!. In addi-
tion, the relative contribution of the additive noise to the total
output NPS is much greater for the FOS-HR configuration
than for the Min-R and FOS-HL configurations. As a result,
the general shape of the FOS-HR total NPS is more influ-
enced by the white noise behavior of the dark NPS. Figure
8~b! shows that there is fair agreement between the FOS-HR
measurements and the calculations for each exposure. Slight
disagreements observed at 2.4 and 16.6 mR are possibly due
to the fluctuation of external, environmental noise contribu-
tions during the accompanying dark NPS measurements.
In the case of the FOS-HL configuration @Fig. 8~c!#, the
absolute magnitude of the total NPS is found to be larger
than that for the FOS-HR configuration ~due to the effect
of higher system gain! but slightly smaller than that for
the Min-R configuration ~due to the effect of lower Swank
noise!. In addition, the NPS of the FOS-HL configuration
is found to decrease significantly with increasing spatial
frequency—consistent with the shape of the MTF. Once
again, good agreement is found between the measurements
and the corresponding calculations for all exposures except
for 1.8 mR where theory overestimates the corresponding
measurement by an estimated amount of ;9.9
3103 e2 mm2 at all frequencies. Since the discrepancy
is frequency-independent, it is likely to have been caused
by an overestimation of Sadd(u) during the dark NPS
measurements.
FIG. 9. A plot of the measured ~discrete symbols! and calculated ~lines!
DQE for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL imager configurations at a
nominal mammographic exposure of ;13 mR. These data correspond to the
NPS results shown in Fig. 7. DQE(u) is plotted up to the Nyquist frequency
of the Hawkeye array. For the DQE calculations for the Min-R configuration
in Figs. 9 and 10, an adjusted value of 0.53 was assumed for the Swank
factor.
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Detective quantum efficiency for the Min-R, FOS-HR,
and FOS-HL configurations was determined from the mea-
FIG. 10. A plot of the measured ~symbols! and calculated ~lines! DQE for ~a!
the Min-R, ~b! the FOS-HR, and ~c! the FOS-HL imager configurations. The
data correspond to the NPS results of Fig. 8. In ~c!, the dotted line corre-
sponds to DQE calculations using an adjusted Sadd(u) value of ;2.0
3104 e2 mm2.Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003surements of mean detector signal, MTF, and NPS using Eq.
~2!. This determination also involved the use of a calculated
x-ray fluence of ;44 000 photons/mm2/mR corresponding
to the 26 kVp mammographic beam described in Sec. II B.
For each set of measurement conditions, theoretical calcula-
tions were performed using Eq. ~5! and compared to the
corresponding empirical results. Note that, for reasons de-
scribed in the previous section, an adjusted value of 0.53 was
used for the Swank factor for the Min-R calculations.
In Fig. 9, DQE(u) is plotted for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and
FOS-HL configurations at exposures of 13.6, 13.2, and 13.3
mR, respectively. The Min-R and FOS-HR configurations
exhibit DQE values as high as ;0.4 near zero frequency and
thereafter show either a gradual decrease ~for Min-R! or a
more rapid decrease ~for FOS-HR!. At all frequencies above
;0.5 mm21, the DQE is found to be higher for the Min-R
configuration than for the FOS-HR configuration. In the case
of the FOS-HL configuration, the DQE starts much higher,
;0.7 near zero frequency, and decreases rapidly with in-
creasing frequency down to ;0.1 at ;5.0 mm21. The data
clearly demonstrate that, even though the FOS-HL configu-
ration offers physical properties ~i.e., quantum detection ef-
ficiency and Swank noise! similar to those of the FOS-HR
configuration and lower resolution than either the FOS-HR
or Min-R configurations, it nonetheless outperforms the
FOS-HR and Min-R configurations at all frequencies below
the Nyquist frequency. The theoretical calculations show
good agreement with the measured DQE for each imager
configuration.
In Figs. 10~a!, 10~b!, and 10~c!, further determinations of
DQE(u) based on measurements and using Eq. ~2!, along
with the corresponding calculations using Eq. ~5!, are plotted
for the Min-R, FOS-HR, and FOS-HL configurations, re-
spectively. Results are shown for the same detector expo-
sures used in the NPS studies reported in Sec. III C . Good
agreement is generally observed between the measurements
and the calculations at each exposure. Figure 10~a! shows
that the DQE performance of the Min-R configuration is low
(;0.2 near zero frequency! at ;1.7 mR and improves with
increasing exposure until converging to a value of ;0.37.
Theoretical analysis indicates that, for exposures above
;10 mR, the effect of the additive noise ~from the electron-
ics! upon the Min-R DQE performance is minimal and that
the DQE performance is limited primarily by the Swank
noise of the Min-R scintillator. Measurements indicate that
the DQE values are indeed lower than the estimated Min-R
Swank factor (;0.53). However, in the case of the FOS-HR
configuration, the DQE performance is strongly affected by
the presence of the additive noise due to the low gain of the
system. As a result, as shown in Fig. 10~b!, the DQE values
continue to rise with increasing exposure with convergence
presumably occurring at exposure levels beyond those exam-
ined in this study. Such strong dependence on x-ray exposure
is reduced when a higher gain x-ray converter, such as the
FOS-HL scintillator, is employed in the imager configura-
tion. Figure 10~c! shows that the FOS-HL configuration ex-
hibits DQE performance that improves with increasing expo-
sure at a much faster rate than the FOS-HR configuration—
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;0.65 near zero frequency, even at an exposure as low as
;9 mR) than those for the FOS-HR configuration.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, active matrix flat-panel imagers configured
for the application of mammography were evaluated in terms
of x-ray sensitivity and frequency-dependent observer inde-
pendent performance variables including MTF, NPS, and
DQE. Measurements were performed for three indirect de-
tection imager configurations incorporating a 97 mm pitch
flat-panel array coupled to three different x-ray converters, a
Gd2O2S-based mammographic screen ~Min-R! and two
structured CsI:Tl scintillators ~FOS-HR and FOS-HL!. X-ray
sensitivity was measured at various energies ranging from 24
to 32 kVp, MTF was measured at 26 kVp, and NPS and
DQE were determined for a variety of mammographic expo-
sures at 26 kVp. The measured NPS and DQE were also
compared to theoretical calculations based on a cascaded
systems model. This model incorporates parallel cascades of
stochastic processes accounting for multiple scattering of
light photons between the opposing surfaces of the flat-panel
array and the scintillator.
The results of the sensitivity measurements show that the
Min-R and FOS-HL configurations exhibit higher signal out-
put for a given incident exposure ~i.e., higher x-ray sensitiv-
ity! than the FOS-HR configuration by a factor of over two
~Fig. 4!. The theoretical analysis ~Fig. 5! indicates that both
the Min-R and FOS-HL scintillators are more efficient in the
generation and emission of light photons than the FOS-HR
scintillator—the deduced screen conversion efficiency being
;3.9 and 3.7% for the Min-R and FOS-HL, respectively, as
compared to only ;1.6% for the FOS-HR. The measure-
ments of system MTF ~Fig. 6! show that the Min-R and
FOS-HR configurations exhibit higher MTF than the
FOS-HL configuration. For the FOS converters, this is a
clear demonstration of the tradeoff between spatial resolution
and light output. In addition, all three configurations show
high MTF at frequencies above the Nyquist limit
(;5.2 mm21) which induces noise power aliasing in the
measurements of NPS. In general, the spatial resolution of
the scintillator ~i.e., the scintillator MTF! is found to be a
dominant component of the system MTF, although the con-
tribution of the optical interface MTF is also significant in
the case of the FOS-HL.
Consistent with their high system MTF, the imager con-
figurations exhibit relatively high NPS at higher frequencies
up to the Nyquist limit ~Figs. 7 and 8!. The absolute magni-
tude of the output noise power increases in an approximately
linear fashion with increasing x-ray exposure. Due to their
high system gain, the Min-R and FOS-HL configurations ex-
hibit noise performance limited primarily by the x-ray quan-
tum noise—which is a highly desirable situation. However,
for the FOS-HR configuration, the relative contribution of
the electronics noise remains significant across the nominal
mammographic exposures. As a result, the FOS-HR configu-
ration exhibits DQE performance considerably more depen-Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003dent upon x-ray exposure than the Min-R and FOS-HL
configurations—a situation which is not so desirable.
The determination of DQE from measurements ~Figs. 9
and 10! shows that the highest level of DQE performance
offered by the Min-R imager configuration (;37%) is supe-
rior to that of conventional film-screen systems using the
same, or very similar, x-ray converters (;30%).48,49 How-
ever, such film-screen systems are capable of providing in-
formation at considerably higher spatial frequencies than the
Min-R configuration by virtue of the inherently high spatial
resolution of film compared to the relatively low Nyquist
frequency of the Hawkeye array. Theoretical analysis indi-
cates that, despite the quantum detection efficiency, g¯1 , be-
ing as high as ;0.75, the upper limit of the Min-R DQE
performance is strongly limited by the large Swank noise of
the Min-R screen. The FOS configurations, which incorpo-
rate 150 mm thick CsI:Tl scintillators, provide high values
for g¯1 (;0.86) and I (;0.98 at 26 kVp! which offer the
potential of achieving high DQE performance.
Measurements indeed show that the FOS-HL configura-
tion ~the high system gain configuration! exhibits excellent
DQE values across a wide range of mammographic expo-
sures, particularly above ;10 mR. However, the FOS-HR
configuration ~the high resolution configuration! exhibits
DQE values only comparable to, or less than, those of the
Min-R configuration. In particular, the FOS-HR configura-
tion exhibits DQE performance which is strongly dependent
on x-ray exposure ~due to the low gain of the system!,
thereby further diminishing the benefits of having high spa-
tial resolution. For the FOS converters, these results illustrate
the, perhaps, nonobvious effects on DQE when tradeoffs are
made between spatial resolution and light output.
Overall, good agreement between the cascaded systems
calculations and the measurements for NPS and DQE was
observed. Particularly at high spatial frequencies, the model
demonstrates improved accuracy in predicting NPS and DQE
when the parallel branch concept is added to our previous
linear model.46 It should also be emphasized that the results
of the cascaded systems calculations strongly depended on
the input values for model parameters. Therefore, for any
such theoretical study, extensive efforts should be made to
obtain accurate values for all model parameters.
It is interesting to note that the present study was initially
designed to evaluate only the two high-resolution converters,
Min-R and FOS-HR. However, the cascaded systems analy-
sis of the results from these converters strongly suggested
that significant improvement in DQE performance could be
attained through a sacrifice of some spatial resolution for
increases in system gain—a prediction that was shown to be
accurate when results from the FOS-HL converter were ob-
tained. This is an example of how cascaded systems model-
ing can be used to identify factors limiting DQE system per-
formance and to examine trade offs between factors toward
the goal of maximizing performance.
The general advantages offered by active matrix flat-panel
imaging technology ~including real-time digital readout and
compactness! make the idea of very high resolution AMFPIs
~e.g., down to pixel pitches of ;50 mm) highly attractive.
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comparable or, preferably, superior to that of present mam-
mographic film-screen systems is almost certainly a prereq-
uisite for the clinical acceptance of such hypothetical de-
vices. For both direct and indirect detection, previous studies
strongly suggest that achieving high system gain, while
maintaining relatively low additive noise levels, is essential
for achieving high DQE for sub-100 mm pitch devices.50
While it is unclear if present AMFPI devices using direct
detection ~with a-Se) and indirect detection ~with discrete
photodiodes! can provide a level of gain sufficient to ensure
high DQE performance down to 50 mm pixel pitch, improve-
ments such as the introduction of high gain photoconductors
(PbI2 and HgI2)51,52 and continuous photodiodes53,54 will
significantly contribute toward achieving the necessary gain
enhancements. Furthermore, the present studies demonstrate
that, through optimization guided by accurate modeling ~for
example, involving the careful tradeoff of spatial resolution
for an increased signal!, the potential performance of AMFPI
designs can be maximized.
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APPENDIX: NOISE POWER SPECTRUM
The following derivation of noise power spectrum ~NPS!
is based on a cascaded systems model developed for an in-
direct detection, mammographic flat-panel imager. This
model ~illustrated in Fig. 3! is an extended version of a gen-
eral form shown in Ref. 46. Specifically, the present model is
identical to the general model except for the addition of
stages ~i.e., Stages 4, 5, and 6! which account for the light
scattering process between the exit surface of the converter
and the top surface of the array.
Using the noise transfer equations, Eqs. ~2a!, ~2b!, and
~2c!, in Ref. 46, the NPS at the output of each stage is cal-
culated as follows:
S1~u ,v !5 g¯1
2S0~u ,v !1 q¯0g¯1~12 g¯1!5 q¯0g¯1 , ~A1!
S2~u ,v !5 g¯2
2S1~u ,v !1sg2
2 q¯0g¯1
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2
21 g¯2~«g211 !q¯0g¯1
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2~11 g¯21«g2!, ~A2!
S3~u ,v !5@S2~u ,v !2 q¯0g¯1g¯2#T3
2~u ,v !1 q¯0g¯1g¯2
5@ q¯0g¯1g¯2~11 g¯21«g2!2 q¯0g¯1g¯2#T3
2~u ,v !
1 q¯0g¯1g¯2
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2@11~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !#. ~A3!
At Stage 4, some photons are randomly selected ~based on aMedical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 7, July 2003binomial probability, r¯4) and propagate through Stage 5
~path A!. The remaining photons travel through Stage 6 with
a probability h¯4512 r¯4 ~path B!. Stages 5 and 6 are statis-
tically correlated since they both share a common input,
Stage 4. Hence, the output NPS of Stages 4, 5, and 6, or
collectively called Sopt(u ,v), can be determined by the sum
of the output NPS from both paths and their cross-spectral
noise density terms:
Sopt~u ,v !5S5~u ,v !1S6~u ,v !1SAB~u ,v !1SBA~u ,v !.
~A4!
Transferring S3(u ,v) through a binomial gain and a stochas-
tic spreading stage, the NPS of Stages 5 and 6 are obtained
as
S5~u ,v !5 q¯0g¯1g¯2r¯4@11 r¯4~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !T5
2~u ,v !#,
~A5!
S6~u ,v !5 q¯0g¯1g¯2h¯4@11h¯4~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !T6
2~u ,v !#.
~A6!
Using Eq. ~103! in Ref. 31, the cross-spectral density term
can be expressed as
SAB~u ,v !5 r¯~12 r¯ !k¯Ak¯BTA~u ,v !TB~u ,v !
3@S3~u ,v !2 q¯0g¯1g¯2#
5 r¯4~12 r¯4!T5~u ,v !T6~u ,v !
3@S3~u ,v !2 q¯0g¯1g¯2#
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2r¯4h¯4~ g¯21«g2!
3T3
2~u ,v !T5~u ,v !T6~u ,v !, ~A7!
where k¯A and k¯B (TA and TB) represent a mean gain ~MTF!
along path A and B, respectively. In the same manner,
SBA(u ,v) is obtained as
SBA~u ,v !5 q¯0g¯1g¯2r¯4h¯4~ g¯21«g2!
3T3
2~u ,v !T5~u ,v !T6~u ,v !. ~A8!
Substituting ~A5!–~A8! to ~A4!, Sopt(u ,v) is then calculated
as follows:
Sopt~u ,v !5S5~u ,v !1S6~u ,v !1SAB~u ,v !1SBA~u ,v !
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2@~ r¯41h¯4!1~ g¯21«g2!
3r¯42T32~u ,v !T52~u ,v !1h¯42T32~u ,v !T62~u ,v !
12 r¯4h¯4T3
2~u ,v !T5~u ,v !T6~u ,v !#
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2@11~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !
3r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !2# . ~A9!
In Stage 7, light photons are coupled to the photodiode:
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2Sopt~u ,v !1sg7
2 q¯0g¯1g¯2
5 q¯0g¯1g¯2g¯7@11 g¯7~ g¯21«g2!
3T3
2~u ,v !r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !2# . ~A10!
After integrating light photons to the photodiode aperture in
Stage 8, we have
S8~u ,v !5apd
4 S7~u ,v !T8
2~u ,v !
5apd
4 q¯0g¯1g¯2g¯7@11 g¯7~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !
3r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !2#T82~u ,v !. ~A11!
The process of spatial sampling is given by a convolution of
the presampling noise, S8(u ,v), with the Fourier transform
of the sampling grid, III(u ,v):
S9~u ,v !5S8~u ,v !**III~u ,v !
5apd
4 q¯0g¯1g¯2g¯7@11 g¯7~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !r¯4T5~u ,v !
1h¯4T6~u ,v !2#T82~u ,v !**III~u ,v !, ~A12!
where III(u ,v) is represented by a 2-D comb function,
(k ,l52‘
‘ d(u2kus ,v2lvs) with sampling frequencies us
and vs .
Finally, at Stage 10, the NPS associated with additive
electronic noise, Sadd(u ,v), is added to the output of Stage 9:
S10~u ,v !5S9~u ,v !1Sadd~u ,v !
5apd
4 q¯0g¯1g¯2g¯7@11 g¯7~ g¯21«g2!T3
2~u ,v !
3r¯4T5~u ,v !1h¯4T6~u ,v !2#
3T8
2~u ,v !**III~u ,v !1Sadd~u ,v !. ~A13!
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